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StatisticalCriteriafor Separate Reference Intervals:Race and Gender Groupsin
Creatine Kinase
Eugene K. Harris,’ Edward T. Wong,2 and S. T. Shaw, Jr.3

Previously published data confirming differences in creat-
me kinase (EC 2.7.3.2) among various race and gender
subgroups in the Los Angeles area have been re-exam-
ined with use of recently proposed statistical criteria for
defining separate reference intervals. Results indicate
that one criterion may be too lenient, whereas another is
clearly too restrictive in suggesting the need for separate
intervals. Further experience with other analytes in both
large and small population samples would be helpful.

The validity of separate reference intervals for creat-
me kinase (CK; EC 2.7.3.2) in different race and gender
groups was confirmed almost a decade ago by Wong et
al. (1) in a study of >1500 apparently healthy employees
of a medical center in Los Angeles. Three categories of
CK values were identified and verified by analysis of
variance: (a) high CK, found in black men; (b) interme-
diate CK, found in black women and Hispanic, Asian,
white, and other (Native American) men; and (c) low
CK, in Hispanic, Asian, white, and other women. Mean
differences among the race-gender groups placed in the
intermediate CK category and in the low CK category
were not statistically significant according to analysis of
variance.

Recently, new statistical criteria have been proposed
(2) for establishing separate reference intervals for
different population groups. These criteria are based on
the idea that, when the proportions of groups falling
above or below the reference limits for the combined
population differ substantially from the expected values
for those limits (e.g., 2.5% on each side), then separate
reference intervals are needed. Specifics of these crite-
ria, which involve critical differences between both the
means and the standard deviations of groups, are dis-
cussed below. The CK data analyzed previously (1)
provide an opportunity to examine the application of
these new criteria to more than two groups and to large
numbers of reference subjects within each group.

Brief Review of CK Data

Details of the blood sampling and analytical proce-
dures we followed were published previously (1), as were
age, height, and weight characteristics of the different
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race and gender groups. As stated by Wong et al. (1),
volunteers for this study were questioned about their
participation in strenuous physical activities (e.g., run-
ning or weight-lifting) because such exertion is known
to produce unusually high values of serum CK. Results
for individuals participating in such activities were
excluded from the database. Values from pregnant
women were not excluded.

Wong et al. (1) noted the extreme skewness of their
data on the commonly accepted measurement scale
(IUB enzyme units, U/L). Conversion to logarithms
greatly improved the symmetry of the overall distribu-
tion but did not entirely eliminate nongaussian skew-
ness and kurtosis, which remained statistically signifi-
cant (probably becauseof the statistical power of a large
sample). The analysis here has been carried out with the
log CK values because these were much more gaussian-
like in their distribution than were the nontransformed
data. Later (see Table 2), we contrast nonparametric
95% reference limits with the comparable limits based
on the assumption of gaussian (normal) distributions.

Two of the >1500 results collected appeared to be
statistical outliers within their race-gender groups and
were deleted. One of these (6756 U/L) was from a black
man, the other (3971 UIL) from an Hispanic man. By the
somewhat conservative “one-third” rule suggested by
Reed et al. (3) (i.e., labeling as an outlier an extreme
result whose difference from the next higher or lower
observation exceeds one-third of the range of all obser-
vations), no other CK value came closeto qualifring as
an outlier.

With these two deletions, the means and standard
deviations of the log CK results, by group, are given in
Table 1. For reference, the geometric means (antiloga-
rithms of the means of the logarithms) are also listed.

New StatistIcal CrIterIa

The statistical criteria proposed by Harris and Boyd
(2) for establishing separate reference intervals were
concernedwith only two groups and an analyte distrib-
uted in gaussian form within each group. The following
two rules were suggested:

1) Assuming that the same number of individuals (N)
has been sampled in each group, separate reference
intervals should be established if the normal deviate
test statistic,

z = -i2)N112/(s2 + s22)112 (1)

exceeds the critical value z” = 3(N/120)’’2, where Y, ,
s1, and 2 are the means and standard deviations,



Table 1. Means and Standard DevIatIons of Log CK, by
Race-Gender Groupa

Geometric
Log CK mean, U/L

Group N Mean SD

195 2.231 0.270

Category

High
170 intermediate

Low
117

70
164

317

1.996
2.033
1.973

1.975

N

195
668
645

Mean

2.231
1.984
1.785

SD

0.270
0.229

0.195

Asianwomen
Hispanicwomen
Whitewomen

50-574
34-270
25-147

0.237
0.165
0.251
0.224

0.160
0.185
0.214

Nonperam.

52-520
35-345
25-145

143 1.808
219 1.803
283 1.759

aThe group “Other” has been omitted because the number of individuals

sampledwassmall(11 men, l6women).

= (nji)/n (2)

where n and , refer to the number of individuals and
the mean result in the ith race-gender group included
in the cth category. The combined variance for this
category is computed from the formula

where 2 is the variance of the analyte in the ith
race-gender group, and variance 1, = n1( -

The combined standard deviation for the category is se,.

Another statistical criterion has been proposed by
Sinton et al. (4), namely, that separate intervals for two
groups should not be established unless the difference
between the means exceeds 25% of the combined 95%

The results of these calculations, and the parametric
95% reference limits based on them, are presented in
Table 2. For comparison, nonparametric reference lim-
its representing 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles (as in ref.
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HighCK
Blackmen

IntermediateCK
Hispanic men
Asian men
Whitemen
Blackwomen

LowCK

respectively, of groups 1 and 2.
2) Regardless of the value of z, separate reference

intervals should be established if the ratio of the larger
to the smaller standard deviation, e.g., 87181,exceeds 1.5.

Clearly, the CK data represent a more complicated
situation: three overall categories, of which two contain
more than one population group (in this case, race-
gender), with unequal numbers of individuals in each
group. However, the rules can still be applied. First, we
compute a weighted mean and standard deviation for
log CK to represent the combined race-gender groups in
each category of high, intermediate, and low CK. No
combination is needed for the high category, which
consists only of black men. For the other two categories,
the combined mean is given by the formula

reference interval.

Results

.12 + variance

Table 2. Reference LimIts for High, Intermediate, and
Low CK Categories

95% rstursncs limIts,

L0gCK U,L&b

99.0 a Parametric limits are the antllogarithms of the mean ± 1.96 SD. Noripa-
108 rametric limits are taken from ref. I (Table 3).

b Miller et al. ( recommendthat inhighly skeweddistributionssuch as that
for serum CX results, the estimate of the upper 97.5thpercentile should be
based on >400 subiects. We exceeded this number in the Intermediateand

low categories, but not In the high category. Although the logarithmic trans.
64.3 formationsubstantiallyreducedskewness inall categories,theaccuracy ofthe
63.5 estimatedupper limit among black men would undoubtedlybe improved by a

larger sample of this group.

1) are also given.
Comparing the mean log CK values of the high and

intermediate categories, we calculate

2.231 - 1.984
11.6= [(0.270)/195 + (0.229)2I668)}.’2

much higher than the critical value z” = 3 (432/120)1/2
= 5.7, where N has been replaced by the average
number of individuals per category.

Similarly, comparing the intermediate and low cate-
gories, we find

1.984 - 1.785
=17.0

[(0.229)2/668 + (0.195)2/645)]’2

even farther above the critical value of z” = 7.0.
Clearly, the classification of these CK measurements

by various race-gender groups into high, intermediate,
and low categories more than satisfies the proposed
statistical criteria (2) for establishing separate reference
intervals.

Table 1 indicates that within the intermediate CK
category, Asian men show a higher mean CK and a
lower standard deviation than the other groups in that

(3) category. Although these tendencies are probably real,
calculations show that the z-statistic comparing the
mean for this group with the combined mean for the
other three groups falls below 3.0, whereas the ratio of
the combined standard deviation for the other groups to
the standard deviation among Asian men is <1.5. Only
one of the 70 Asian men sampled showed CK values
outside the reference limits for the intermediate CK
category, whereas three or four would have been ex-
pected. However, narrower reference limits for Asian
men, on the basis of this relatively small sample, may
not be warranted in practice. Additional study to in-
clude more Asian men would be useful to test this
possibility further.

Applying the criterion of Sinton eta!. (4), we note that
the width of the combined 95% reference interval is
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approximately equal to 4s. Computing the differences
between the means of each category and the combined
standard deviation for each pair of categories, we obtain
the following ratios of mean difference to 4s: 0.24 for
high vs intermediate log CK, and 0.21 for intermediate
vs low log CK.

From these results, the criterion of Sinton et al. (4)
appears too stringent, not allowing the establishment of
separate reference intervals where they are clearly
indicated. On the other hand, the critical z-value pro-
posed by Harris and Boyd (2), z” = 3 (N/120)’, may be
too lenient, calling for separate reference intervals in
some cases where the difference between two distribu-
tions may not be clinically important. Comparing the
two criteria when the number of reference subjects is
the same in both groups shows the critical z-value
proposed by Harris and Boyd to be equivalent to a
Sinton et al. ratio (e.g., p%) of only 9.5%. Writing the
z*value in general form as z” = k(N/120) indicates a
simple relation between k and p, namely, k = O.3lp.

Remarks

In theory, separate reference intervals for general
medical use should not become an issue until research
studies have demonstrated a physiological basis for
differences between population subgroups with respect
to a given analyte. Field studies would then be under-
taken to determine whether these physiological grounds
lead to clinically important differences that should be
recognized by separate reference intervals.

In practice, however, it is more likely that analysis of
existing data, guided by statistical criteria, will reveal
unanticipated differences between demographic groups.
Only then would research into possible physiological
bases for such differences be undertaken and their
clinical relevance considered. In our view, a clinically
important difference exists whenever the proportion of
individuals in a given subgroup of the population that
falls outside (or inside) the 95% reference limits for the
combined population is considerably different from the
expected value of 2.5% on each side. Such differences
can lead to significant discrepancies between actual and
expected sensitivities and specificities. The critical
value z” = 3 (N/120)’ was based on this consideration.
Nevertheless, setting any critical value involves an
arbitrary judgement, and only further experience will
indicate whether the factor 3 represents the best choice.
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